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Purchasing Department 

530 Water Street 

Oakland, CA 94607 

 

April 14, 2016 

 

ADDENDUM No. 2 

 

RFP No. 15-16/15 – Multi-User Flight Information Display System 

 
This Addendum modifies the original RFP Documents for the above mentioned RFP.  Acknowledge 

receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the RFP Acknowledgement and Signature Form 

(Attachment 3).  Failure to do so may disqualify your proposal. 
 

The following correction has been made to the above referenced proposal: 

 On the Scope of Services, section B System Specification and Requirements, item D Software & 

Hardware where it states “the intel NUC model NU5CPYH”. This is a typo and the correct model 

number should be NUC5CPYH. 

The following questions were submitted by the deadline and are answered in this addendum: 

1. Question: Would the Port of Oakland consider an off-site hosted solution? 

 

Answer:  Yes 

 

2. Question:  Would the Port of Oakland consider replacing the current video extenders with non Windows 

based thin clients? 

 

Answer:  Yes, as long as the proposed solution also supports windows clients. The Port has installed 45 

new windows thin clients which need to be able to work with the new solution.  

 

3. Question:  What vendors or MUFIDS solutions has the Port of Oakland looked at? 

 

Answer: Through the Airports Council International (ACI), the Port has viewed solutions by Ultra 

Electronics, ARINC, SITA, AirIT, and Com-Net. 

 

4. Question:  How much has been budgeted for the project? 

 

Answer: No budget has been set. Once a solution is selected and negotiated, staff will be asking the 

Board of Port commissioners for budget and contract authority.  

 

5. Question:  Section II A states that the selected vendor will provide 24 hour call center support for the 

MUFIDS System. Would the Port accept 24 hour, 365 day a year online ticket support instead of 24 hour 

call center support? 

 

Answer: The Port would consider it, but would prefer call center support.  
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6. Question: We would also like some clarification in regards to what was said about the MUFIDS 

systems. We heard on the call that the Port would like the MUFIDS systems to have Windows 7 

installed because they have recently purchased or have systems that the Port would be able to 

reuse for this project.  The RFP mentions that the selected vendor would need to provide 127 

systems for the MUFIDS project.  Is the Port counting the systems that could be reused or 

recently purchased within the 127 systems? If yes, how many of the 127 systems will be 

reused? 
 

Answer: No, the Port is not counting the recently replaced clients. Vendors should propose a cost for 

127 new thin clients to replace old clients and video extenders.  

 

7. Question: Is Site Survey of Oakland Airport required? 

 

Answer: A site survey is not required, but Proposers are free to tour the Airport on their own. 

 

8. Question: What type of support will ServiceTec provide for this project? 

 

Answer: ServiceTec will provide ongoing first level support and would be available to assist with 

installing the thin clients at the location.  

 

9. Question:  Does the airport wish to use the same screen format that is currently in use on the existing 

system? 

 

Answer: Yes, format for FIDS is almost all portrait with a couple landscape. Gate and baggage displays 

are all landscape.  

 

10. Question: Will there be advertising on FIDS? 

 

Answer: Yes, the Port currently does some advertising for concessions and airport promotions. 

 

11. Question:  Please provide the current make and models of monitors used at OAK. 

 

Answer: Monitors currently in use are:  

 FIDS & GIDS (NEC-4010,4020,P401,P402,P403) 

 BIDS T1 (NEC V552 ) 

 BIDS T2 (NEC V552 & LCD5710-2 ),  

 T1 Ticketing (LG 34UB67-B ) 

 

12. Question:  Will there be a requirement to display proprietary airline information of FIDS? 

 

Answer: Yes, at least two airlines have said they would like to offer their proprietary content on our 

MUFIDS system, Delta and Alaska. 

 

13. Question:  Can 24 hours access be done remotely? 

 

Answer: Yes 

 

14. Question: Who will provide licenses, oracle, etc? 

 

Answer: The Port will supply all OS and DB licenses. 

 

15. Question: Are Performance and Payment Bonds required for this project? 

 

Answer: None are required 
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16. Will the selected vendor contract with and directly report to the airport, or will a third party be utilized to 

manage the contract on behalf of the airport? 

 

Answer: The selected vendor will contract directly with the Port. The project manager for the Port’s 

Aviation IT department will run the project and will be the main point contact. The Port’s third party 

first level contractor (ServiceTec International) will be used for both historical and current knowledge 

and assisting in implementing.  

 

17. Question:  What type of contracting vehicle will be issued by the Port of Oakland to trigger the Notice to 

Proceed (NTP)? 

 

Answer: A sample of the professional services agreement is attached to the RFP. Once the Board or Port 

Commissioners authorizes the budget and award, the Port will execute a contract, once both parties 

have signed; the Port will notify the awarded vendor via a letter and give official notice to proceed.  

 

18. Question:  Will the contractor be managed by a construction management company or any other 

implementation manager with authority over the project? 

 

Answer: No. 

 

19. Question:  Will the airport utilize in-house resources for reviews of submittals, test plans, and other 

oversight activity or will outside resources be utilized? 

 

Answer: All project submittals will be reviewed by Aviation IT staff as well as the Port’s onsite 

contractor, ServiceTec International.  

 

20. Question:  Page 2 of 11, Section II, Item B, please provide a list of communication rooms to which the 

video extenders terminate. 

 

Answer: See below table 

Terminal Building IDF / MDF 

1 M101 Room 1.5 

1 M102 Room 1023 

1 M103 Room 1072 

1 M103 Room 1130 

1 M103 Room 1251 

1 M103 Room 1302 

2 M130 Room 2014A 

2 M130 Room 2038 

2 M130 Room 1007 

2 M367 Room 2106 

2 M367 Room 2131 

2 M367 Room 2174 

 

21. Question:  Page 2 of 11, Section II, Item B.B.iii, regarding the BIC, is the device Ethernet enabled, or 

serial? 

 

Answer: Ethernet 

 

21.1. Question: Regarding the BIC, is there information on the software, or an interface design 

document available that can be provided for review? 

 

Answer: No 
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21.2. Question: Regarding the BIC, is power and data cable going to the existing units? 

 

Answer: Yes 

 

21.3. Question: Regarding the BIC, please provide specification sheet for review. 

 

Answer: The BIC consists of a Computerwise ET315 in a custom enclosure. Specs for the ET315 are 

available on the Computerwise website at: http://www.computerwise.com/ethernet/et315.html#specs 

 

22. Question: Page 3 of 11, Section II, Item B.B.iv, does the airport intend to continue to contract directly 

with FlightView and/or OAG for Real Time Flight Maps or should the proposal include contracting for 

this service? If we should assume the FlightView contract, please confirm that it should be for the term 

of support contract (7 years). 

 

Answer:  The Port had planned to continue with FlightView and OAG. If the proposer feels there is cost 

savings to the Port by having it supplied under the seven-year service agreement, it should be included. 

Since it is not a requirement, please add any additional cost as an option. 

 

23.  Question:  Page 3 of 11, Section II, Item B.B.v, Marketing and Information Display System is defined 

however there are no quantities listed specifically for this purpose in the RFP. Is it the airport's intention 

to use some of the existing FIDS, GIDS and BIDS displays for marketing and promotional purposes or 

will there be new monitors added? If new displays and display devices are intended to be added, please 

provide a quantity for pricing purposes and please confirm that the hardware and installation will be 

provided by others. 

 

Answer: No new monitors are in the scope. The proposed solution should allow for monitors to be used 

for either flight info or marketing based on the need at the time. Currently ad screens are hosted out of 

the MUFIDS system and can be placed on any screen connected to MUFIDS.  

 

24. Question: Page 3 of 11, Section II, Item B.D, If proposed display device controllers (DDCs) are certified 

on the latest Windows OS (windows 8 or 10) is the airport interested in this or is it preferred to stay with 

Windows 7? 

 

Answer: As long as the proposed solution supports windows 8 or 10, the Port would consider it.  

 

25. Question: Professional Services Contract, Appendix B, In Professional Services Contract Item 3, 

Reimbursable Expenses, both the Yes and No boxes are unchecked.  Is this section to be completed 

upon contract signing?  Is the contractor required to request permission to travel and be reimbursed 

based upon a port policy? 

 

Answer: The Professional Services Contract, Appendix B, Item 3, Reimbursable Expenses will be filled 

in after award and before the contract signing.  Reimbursable expenses will be negotiated prior to 

award and contract signing. 

 

26. Question: Professional Services Contract, Appendix E, Is this a place holder, or is information required 

for this section? If the latter, what kind of information for key personnel are you requesting? 

 

Answer: The Professional Services Contract Appendix E will be filled in after award and before contract 

signing. Information in Appendix E is not required for your proposal. 

 

27. Question: Is the replacement of the 75 LED signs to LED monitors mentioned in the pre-proposal call 

part of the scope of work? 
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Answer: This hardware is being installed now. There is no additional work in scope for installing them, 

but the new solution should be able to feed these screens for ticket counter position information (e.g. 

“Position Closed”, “Position Open”, “Premier”, etc.) 

 

28. Question: If the 75 monitors are part of the scope of work, should DDC hardware and installation be 

included as part of the proposal response? 

 

Answer: Hardware will be installed prior to the start of this project. Proposer should include re-

imaging/loading of software on these PC’s to be controlled by the new solution.  

 

29. Question: Does Port of Oakland have a preferred OS for the virtual servers?  

 

Answer: No Preferred OS. Proposers may recommend an OS for their solution.  

 

30. Question: Is there a preference between Oracle or MS SQL Server databases? 

 

Answer: No 

 

31. Question: Can we please have an indication of the number of users of the Resource Management System 

(RMS) at cutover time and anticipated growth rate? 

 

Answer: 30 Port staff and 10 contract staff. No additional growth expected at this time.  

 

32. Question: Will Windows 10 OS be acceptable on the small form factor PCs. 

 

Answer: See response to question 24. 

 

33. Question: Is the intention to replace the AODB and RMS or just the MUFIDS?  

 

Answer: Yes, see Scope of Services section B Item B,ii. 

 

34. Question: The current FAA ASDI data is coming from Flight Explorer.   Is FlightStats acceptable?  

 

Answer: The Port would consider it.  

 

35. Question: There is a Weather Subsystem in figure 2.2 -  purpose/requirements?  

 

Answer: The weather subsystem is tothe traveling public with weather information at the GIDS for their 

destination. 

 

36. Question: Figure 2,2 shows an outbound feed to Passur.   What data is required and what is the technical 

platform?  

 

Answer:  There is no current connection between the AODB and Passur. This feed is not in use and not 

in the scope of the new solution. The connection shown in the figure should be disregarded.   

 

37. Question: How do you imagine the RMS managing airline back offices? 

 

Answer: Currently the Port does not use RMS for managing back offices. There is no plan at this time to 

use RMS for this.  

 

38. Question: Is it your intent to utilize the existing AODB and RMS or for the vendor to provide a new AODB and 

RMS? 
 

Answer: No, we expect the new system to provide a new AODB and RMS as specified in Scope of 

Services section B Item B,ii. 
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39. Question: Are the BICS on the network via CAT5/6? 

 

Answer: Yes 

 

40. Question: How many monitors are displaying the real time flight information map? (Ref Pg. 3, B  VI.)  

 

Answer: 10 

 

41. Question: Does the Port wish to display weather on any monitors? If so, how many? 

 

Answer: YES, at the Gate Information Displays 

 

42. Question: On page 3 of11 Section B (System Specifications and Requirements)  subsection D – Identifies 127 PC 

to be included with the proposal.  However, in attachment 11 page 1 of 10  in the System Overview it identifies 

“currently 155 public LCD monitors and more than 89 LED boards. What is the correct amount of DVCs to be 

quoted? 
 

Answer: 127, the others have new windows based hardware that we plan to re-use. Also note that PC’s 

need to have the ability to support up to two displays.  

 

43. Question: Page 3 of 11 Section B subsection E – “Provide interfaces to and integrations with all airline host 

systems. For a list of airlines and the current connection, see Attachment 11 for existing condition details.” 

Attachment 11 only identifies Alaska Airlines and Southwest Airlines. Will the Port provide a full list of existing 

airlines that could require AIDX feeds (page 3 of 11 Section B subsection f). 
 

Answer: Currently, no airlines are connected to OAK’s AODB via an AIDX feed. Two airlines have 

expressed interest in moving to an ADIX feed in the near future.  While it is not a requirement of this 

RFP to setup any airline via AIDX, the proposed solution must be able to support airlines that want to 

move to it.  

 

44. Question: Please provide quantities of Admin workstations for: 
a. AirVue 

b. AirDB 

c. AirPlan 

 

Answer: The Port is not familiar with the offerings of the listed products. We are unable to specify a 

quantity without more information.  

 

45. Question: It is our understanding that the Port is seeking to replace all of its current PC hardware, 127 PC's in 

total. In replacing all these PC's, is there a specific reason as to why the Port would prefer to use Windows based 

PC's?  
 

Answer: The Port will allow a thin client with another OS, but the solution must also support Windows 

based clients since the Port has already invested in some new hardware. 

 

46. Question: Are there additional PC's (other than the aforementioned 127) that are currently in use with the 

MUFIDS system that will not be replaced through this RFP process? 
 

Answer: Yes 

 

47. Question: What type of ongoing support and maintenance is the Port expecting from the vendor? 

 

Answer:
 
Second level support as specified under section II. Scope of Services, item A, scope of work.  
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48. Question: What is the scope, if any, of ServiceTec with regard to the ongoing support and maintenance of the 

MUFIDS system?  
 

Answer: ServiceTec International will provide
 
first level support for the MUFIDS system as they 

currently do for all airport special systems.   

 

49. Question: Are there any special requirement locations (outdoors or specially hard to reach areas, or special 

performance requirements for interactive/3D rendering applications) where special client hardware might be 

necessary? 
 

Answer: Currently the BICS are located outside near the bag belts. No other special client hardware 

needed. 

 

50. Question: Would the port of Oakland consider procurement of the endpoint client hardware from their preferred 

vendor to reduce the associated administration costs, if coordinated with the provider and ensured the hardware 

would be compatible and supported for the term of the contract? 
 

Answer: The Port would consider it, but only after a Proposer has been selected and enters negotiations 

with the Port. Proposers responses need to include the specified client hardware.  

 

51. Question: Does the timeline of replacing the monitors coincide with this replacement/upgrade project? 

Answer: No, currently monitors are replaced as they fail.  If the question refers to the new monitors to 

replace the LED’s over the T1 ticket counter, those displays will be installed prior to the new MUFIDS 

system implementation.  

 

52. Question: Does the Port of Oakland have special mounting requirements or standards/mounting hardware 

preference that is to be included in the proposal, and if so, what is the current mounting method for the displays? 
 

Answer: No, please note, there are no displays being replaced as part of this RFP.  

 

53. Question: Is Antivirus application in scope for this upgrade proposal, or is that going to be supplied by the Port of 

Oakland in accordance with their security/protection strategy? 
 

Answer: The Port will supply licenses for Sophos Anti-virus. Please note in your RFP if your solution is 

not compatible with Sophos products.  
 


